Ponce de Leon Inlet Light Station  
Post Visit Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS

2 Before indoor plumbing, keepers and their families had to go to the bathroom in one of these.
5 A tower or building with a bright light at the top.
6 A clear piece of glass that reflects and bends light.
7 This military organization took over the Ponce Inlet Light Station in 1939.
10 The east coast of Florida is on this ocean.
12 Keepers stored their drinking water in one of these underground tanks.
13 The name of the type of lens that is at the top of the Ponce Inlet Lighthouse.
14 This famous Spanish explorer discovered Florida in 1513.
15 A dangerous underwater ridge of sand, gravel, or silt.

DOWN

1 A lighthouse and all the buildings around it is called this.
3 The color, shape, and size of a lighthouse is called this.
4 The original name of Ponce Inlet.
8 A boat that has been damaged or sunk.
9 The lamp in at the top of the lighthouse burned this fuel in the days before electricity.
11 A person that takes care of a lighthouse.

WORD BANK: Atlantic, cistern, coastguard, daymark, fresnel, keeper, kerosene, lighthouse, lightstation, mosquitoinlet, poncedeleon, prism, privy, sandbar, shipwreck.
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